
 
 

Is your organization feeling pressure to reduce costs, optimize performance 
of existing assets and improve your environmental footprint? In all of these  
areas, procure-to-pay efficiencies play a critical role in whether or not you are successful.  
 
CPRS has recovered more than a billion dollars for our clients. Recovery audits provide  
real-dollar recoveries through a careful review of AP transactional data and  
communication with suppliers.

WHAT IS A RECOVERY AUDIT?
Recovery auditing is the systematic process of reviewing selected disbursement transactions and the related  
supporting data to identify and recover various forms of over-payments and under-deductions to suppliers. In  
other words, it is the recovery of lost money. 

In addition to short-term identification of erroneous billings, a proper recovery audit offers long-term benefits 
including:
 » Advanced data metrics for claims and potential claims, including invoice, P.O., and contract detail.
 » Comprehensive reporting including recommendations for stronger contract language.
 » Facilitation of improved invoicing practices from suppliers for future billings.

Audit Issues - So much more than just incorrect rates, erroneous billings can be found in many areas:
 » Labor – Third-Party and Outsourced labor, Classification, Deductions at Source
 » Equipment – Rights and Obligations, Insurance, Chain of Custody
 » Materials – 3rd Party Pass-Through, Mark-ups, Taxable vs Non-Taxable
 » Transportation and Freight - Mileage calculations, Auto/Truck fleet, FOB
 » Subcontracts – Supporting Documentation, Conflicts with Parent MA, Mark-Ups, Duplication
 » Non-Billable Inclusives – Small Tools, Consumables, Personal Protective Gear, Administration
 » Travel – Mark-Ups, Mob/Demob, Limitations, Stipend, Per Diem, Mileage
 » Non-T&M – Change Orders, Unit Rates, Contingency Billings, Duplicates

   
 
   WHY CPRS?
   By partnering with CPRS, you gain access to a diverse group of analysts who are dedicated   
   full-time to identifying over-billings and non-contractual spend. It starts with reading the  
   contract through the eyes of an industry expert. Our auditors are not just accountants - they  
   are former contract administrators, Sarbanes-Oxley auditors, project controls analysts and  
   vendor billing specialists. 

   Pre-Pay versus Post-Pay Review
   The practice of auditing transactions after they are paid has been around for a long time. In  
   a post-pay review, invoices may have aged by months or even years. Contract managers,  
   approvers and contractors have moved on to other projects, making research more difficult.  
   Claims encounter resistance from vendors and, regardless of their legitimacy, often end up in  
   settlement with recoveries tracking at 50% or less of the original billing error. 
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During a pre-pay review (active invoice audit), CPRS is given an official role within the AP workflow. Invoices from in-scope 
vendors are gathered for review with materiality thresholds in place (e.g., nothing under $5k enters the workflow). Reviews are 
completed, normally within 7 days of an invoice receipt. Rejected invoices are returned to vendors with supporting  
documentation that motivates quick reactions and positive changes to future billings. Overpayments are avoided before they 
happen, capturing 100% of the invoice value.

For both post-pay and active invoice review, a CPRS audit involves an extensive series of rigorous testing protocols, supported 
by proprietary software that helps connect the multiple systems involved in each client’s unique Procure-to-Pay process. Our 
review includes scrutinizing all governing agreements, creating contract briefs, and maintaining working papers, supplemental 
schedules and testing templates. We then conduct line-item analysis of in-scope invoices, EFT transactions, purchase orders and 
related documents. CPRS documentation standards are established with an expectation that claims should be able to withstand 
interrogation in a court-of-law. 

More than just Financial Gains
In addition to recovering supplier overbillings by auditing goods and services invoices, CPRS helps clients in many  
non-traditional ways: 

 » Sales & Use Tax Recovery - A recent project returned more than $24M in tax overpayments for  
    software and technology infrastructure.

 » Duplicate Payments - Notwithstanding improved ERP software controls, many  
    companies are experiencing an increase in duplicate payments due to internal  
    overriding of AP controls. For a single large client, CPRS has recovered almost 
    $1.5M in duplicates.

 » Freight & Logistics - Working with a mid-major oil & gas company to identify 
    lost profits associated with incorrect reporting and measurement of crude oil  
    volumes moving in and out of transfer stations. Savings are trending upwards  
    of $600k for only the first vendor to be reviewed.

 » Process Controls Audit - Worked with a major petrochemical company to prepare a detailed  
    analysis of job delays associated with electronic work permits. Identified systemic time loss due to  
    lack of on-site training during software integration.

 » Contract Workers - More than just checking rate cards, auditing labor and especially contract labor  
    charges, can be one of the most complex areas of cost management. Over the years, CPRS has  
    found issues in job title classification, travel and per diem, pass-through charges, and  
    administrative fees. 

Reduced Environmental Footprint
Yes, working with CPRS can reduce carbon emissions. Our technology expertise  
allows us to complete most reviews on a 100% remote basis. Less travel to operating  
locations and fewer in-person meetings adds up to savings for you ― and the environment.

To learn more, visit www.cprs-inc.com or call us at 866.488.9667.


